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This list of over 3200 English words was compiled by the FluentU app, a premium iPhone app that helps users improve their
English vocabulary. These words are ranked in order of difficulty in the app, and about 250 of the words on this list are super-
difficult words. You can find out more about the FluentU app by clicking here. English Vocabulary List for Accelerated Learners

List of All Words 2371 words: accelerated (noun)1. advanced by or to an accelerated speed. accelerator (noun)1. an object
that adds force to a moving object. 2. an object that increases a force. 3. (usually, but not necessarily, used to refer to a

nuclear accelerator) a piece of equipment that, when attached to a particle accelerator, changes the speed of the particles,
giving rise to a particular type of ion or radiation. accelerate (verb)1. increase the speed of something.2. increase the rate of

speed. acknowledgement (noun)1. a statement of fact or fact that has been verified or acknowledged. 2. something that
acknowledges or recognizes that something else has happened. acknowledgment (noun)1. an expression of thanks or praise

from someone or something.2. a concession made by a participant in a sporting match when the game is won, after the
defeat of the other side. 3. an acknowledgment of the intellectual significance of the views of a person, usually a well-known
writer or speaker. acme (noun)a good or desirable time or situation. acme (noun) 1. a peak or point of greatest excellence or

quality: there is an acme of beauty in his painting. 2. the highest point or best outcome in a competition: my son was awarded
second place in the acme of his music program. Accent (noun)1. a sound which is made to produce a particular impression by
a particular person or in a particular place. Accent (noun)1. a kind of music that is heard by someone in a public place, as in a
restaurant or a train or a plane. accident (noun)1. an incident that happens unexpectedly and without any apparent cause, as

a sudden fall.2. harm or damage resulting from a special kind of assault or violent assault.3.
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